During these unprecedented and
difficult times, hope can slip away.
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These are hard times in our global community.
And sometimes our hope can slip away as we
deal with a silent pandemic that steals our
normal routine, our jobs, our friends, and even
our loved ones. It is a time when people around
the world are grieving simultaneously, if not
consciously, together.
These global challenging times can be a call
for all of us to reach out to each other in new
ways, and hear quiet echoes of hope
in the frightening silence.
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Daughters of Charity

International Project Services
18000 West Nine Mile Road, Suite 550
Southfield, MI 48075-3734

Will you enable that hope today?
Please GIVE to Daughters of Charity IPS.

www.daughtersips.org
marylouise.stubbs@doc.org
Tel 248-331-4681 Fax 248-331-4746
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HUMAN SUFFERING
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Daughters of Charity invite YOU to join the
woman at the well and respond to the request,
“would you give me a drink of water?”

“Would you give me a drink of water? … and I will give you living water.”
Jesus to the woman at the well (John 4:7, 11)
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Dear Friend,
Jesus needed a drink of water and he chose to request it from someone whom society
scorned. His words went beyond the physical need of water for life — to the living
water of response — to the deeper needs of compassion and hope … in a life of union
with others and with God.
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It sounds like a simple thing—a drink of water, but for too many people a bit of clean
water is a luxury. In our world-wide reality of a global pandemic, the critical importance
of water is clear. Without access to water for cleansing and healing, the disease is
overwhelming.
We do have ways of drawing water from the earth -- wells like those the woman drew from
for Jesus. And engineering that bring water to where it is needed: to homes, to schools,
and to health care facilities. But the World Health Organization last year reported that
in our least developed nations only 55% of health facilities (not to mention schools and
homes) had basic water services. Today, millions of children suffer and die from thirst,
malnutrition, and diseases that are the result of not having access to clean water.
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Water is life. Those of you who help to provide it for those who live without this
life-giving gift of God are also giving the “living water” of hope for a better life …
and the awareness that they have brothers and sisters in Christ who care about them.
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We invite YOU to draw water for each other and to provide the spiritual water
of hope.
We invite YOU to donate whatever you can to help those in need of water and
other critical basic needs.
We invite YOU to join the woman at the well and respond to the request,
“would you give me a drink of water?”

Blessings to you and your loved ones during Advent & Christmas,
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Sister Mary Louise
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The well of HOPE is deep.
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